NIH Librrary Tip Shee
et:
Truncatiion and Wild
dcard Symbo
S
ols
Thiss tip sheet describes
d
frrequently us
sed symbols that can help improve informattion retrieva
al from
data
abases available via th
he NIH Libra
ary.
Trun
ncation sym
mbols may be
b used to find
f
all term
ms that begin with a given root wo
ord. Differe
ent symbols
are used to truncate terms
s in the follo
owing databases:

Pu
ubMed®
erms that b
Placce an asteriisk (*) at the
e end of a term
t
to sea
arch for all te
begin with that root wo
ord.
Example(s):
d all terms that
t
begin with
w the lette
ers bacter; e.g., bacte
eria, bacterium, bacterriophage,
bactter* will find
etc.
Phrases tha
at include a space in a word afterr the asterissk will NOT
T be include
ed; for insta
ance,
1) P
""infection*" includes "in
nfections," but not "infe
ection conttrol."
2) T
Truncation turns
t
off au
utomatic terrm mapping
g, including the automatic explosion of a Me
eSH term.
F
For example, heart attack* will no
ot map to th
he MeSH te
erms Myoca
ardial Infarcction, Myocardial
S
Stunning, etc.

Sc
copus®
Use an asterisk
k (*) to replace multiple or zero characters a
anywhere in
n a word. A question m
mark (?)
ngle letter.
actss as a wildcard for a sin
Example(s):
*tocopherol will find all terrms that end
d with tocopherol; e.g., a-tocophe
erol, v-toco
opherol, etcc. It also
workks at the en
nd of a word
d; e.g., beh
have* will fin
nd behave, behavior, b
behavioral, etc.
wom
m?n finds woman
w
or women.
w

ISI Web of
o Scien
nce®
Use the asteris
sk (*), questtion mark (?
?), and dollar sign ($) to search ffor variants of words.
Example(s):
chem
mi* will find
d all terms that begin with
w the lette
ers chemi; e
e.g., chemiistry, chemical, chemisst,
chem
mists, etc.

dermatos?s will find terms that consist of the specified letters with any single letter in the place of the
question mark; e.g., dermatosis or dermatoses.
colo$r will find terms that consist of the specified letters with any single letter or zero in the place of
the dollar sign; e.g., color or colour.

EMBASE®
Use a question mark (?) or asterisk (*) to search for variants of words.
Example(s):
behav* will find behave, behavior, behavioral, behaviour, behavioural, etc.
wom*n will find woman and women.
sulf?nyl will find terms that consist of the specified letters with any single letter in the place of the
question mark; e.g., sulfonyl or sulfinyl.

PsycINFO®
Use an asterisk (*) for unlimited truncation of search terms.
Example(s):
disease* will retrieve disease, diseases, diseased, etc.

CINAHL and Agricola
These databases both allow the use of the asterisk (*) for truncation and the question mark (?) or
pound sign (#) for wildcards.
Example(s):
comput* to find the words computer or computing.
ne?t to find citations containing neat, nest, or next. This method does not find net because the
wildcard replaces a single character.
colo#r to find all citations containing color or colour. This finds all citations of the word that appear
with or without the extra character. When using the pound/hash (#) wildcard, plurals and possessives
of that term are not searched.
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